
I benefici aziendali di un buon sistema di sicurezza 
e salute sul lavoro
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La SSL (sicurezza e salute sul lavoro), oltre a essere un obbligo giuridico e 

sociale, è un vantaggio dal punto di vista economico. La SSL è apprezzata 

dalle imprese perché permette di prevenire le malattie e gli infortuni sul 

lavoro, ma è anche una componente fondamentale del successo di 

un’azienda.

Perché la SSL è una componente fondamentale per l’efficienza 

di un’azienda?

Una strategia di sicurezza e salute occupazionale in azienda:

n  contribuisce a dimostrare che l’azienda è socialmente responsabile;
n  protegge e arricchisce l’immagine e il valore del marchio;
n  aiuta a ottimizzare la produttività dei lavoratori;
n  fa aumentare l’impegno dei dipendenti nei confronti dell’azienda;
n  crea una forza lavoro più competente e più sana;
n  riduce i costi aziendali e le interruzioni dell’attività;
n  consente alle aziende di soddisfare le aspettative dei clienti in materia di 

SSL;
n  incoraggia la forza lavoro a rimanere in attività più a lungo.

Ogni impresa può trarre vantaggi significativi dagli investimenti nella SSL. 

Anche semplici adeguamenti possono aumentare la competitività, la 

redditività e la motivazione dei dipendenti. L’attuazione di un sistema di 

gestione della SSL costituisce un punto di riferimento per prevenire o ridurre 

gli infortuni e i problemi di salute.

Sebbene i principi alla base di una buona strategia di SSL si possano applicare 

a qualsiasi organizzazione, i fattori commerciali che ne stimolano l’attuazione 

possono variare notevolmente da grandi imprese a piccole imprese.

Grandi imprese

Le imprese di successo sono da tempo consapevoli dell’importanza che 

l’immagine e la reputazione rivestono per l’azienda.

«Le imprese che fanno attenzione alla propria “triple-bottom-line” (1) sorpassano 

i loro concorrenti meno esigenti sul mercato azionario». Secondo The Economist 

le grandi imprese dovranno dimostrare standard di corporate governance 

ancora maggiori e una maggiore trasparenza nelle pratiche di comunicazione 

delle informazioni. Il fatto di operare in un’economia guidata dal mercato e 

di interagire con una società più consapevole dei rischi ha portato molte 

imprese a comprendere i vantaggi effettivi che possono derivare 

dall’integrazione di una strategia efficace di SSL nel loro modello 

imprenditoriale in senso lato. Ecco alcuni di questi vantaggi:

n  miglioramento dell’immagine, del valore commerciale e della reputazione 

dell’impresa;
n  mantenimento degli impegni assunti in materia di responsabilità sociale 

dell’impresa;
n  mantenimento e promozione della fiducia degli investitori;
n  sviluppo di un impegno costruttivo dei partner.

«Il consiglio di amministrazione riconosce che l’efficacia della strategia di SSL di 

un’impresa incide sia sul suo rendimento sia sul valore che essa assume agli occhi 

degli azionisti. Il consiglio pertanto chiede agli amministratori delegati e a tutti i 

dipendenti di mostrare un’attitudine positiva verso le questioni riguardanti la 

sicurezza e la salute sul lavoro». Amministratore delegato, Uniq plc (azienda 

operativa nel settore alimentare).

La responsabilità sociale delle imprese considera il modo in cui le imprese 

tengono conto del loro impatto economico, sociale e ambientale nella loro 

attività. La SSL può svolgere un ruolo di primo piano nell’applicazione di 

questi principi. A tal fine è particolarmente importante:

n  includere la SSL in iniziative di corporate governance più ampie;
n  garantire che i rischi di SSL siano affrontati in modo appropriato da 

contraenti e fornitori;
n  fare pressioni su altre imprese affinché adottino una strategia di SSL.

Produttività ed efficienza

Un impegno fondamentale che l’UE si è assunta con la strategia di Lisbona (2) 

consiste nel dare la stessa importanza all’aumento dell’occupazione e della 

produttività attraverso una maggiore competitività. Il costo degli infortuni 

sul lavoro e delle malattie professionali nell’UE-15 è compreso tra il 2,6 % e il 

3,8 % del prodotto interno lordo. Oltre che dalla diminuzione degli infortuni 

e dei problemi di salute, i benefici in termini di produzione ed efficienza 

possono derivare:

(1)  La «triple bottom line» (triplice linea di fondo o triplice approccio) prevede un insieme più ampio di valori e criteri da utilizzare per misurare il successo organizzativo 

(e societario) dell’azienda sul piano economico, ambientale e sociale (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triple_bottom_line).

(2)  Cfr. sito web http://ec.europa.eu/growthandjobs/pdf/COM2005_024_it.pdf

Principi fondamentali della SSL

n  Impegno e leadership per migliorare la SSL
n  Strategie e procedure di SSL efficaci
n  Programmi di valutazione del rischio proattivi
n  Lavoratori esperti e competenti
n  Misure efficaci di controllo dei rischi
n  Una guida precisa
n  Continui processi di monitoraggio e di revisione
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n  dall’aumento della motivazione, della collaborazione e del morale della 

forza lavoro;
n  dalla maggiore produttività dei lavoratori e dall’introduzione di metodi di 

lavoro più efficienti;
n  dalla riduzione dei costi imprevisti attraverso un’efficace pianificazione 

della continuità aziendale;
n  dall’aumento della qualità dell’assunzione dei dipendenti e del loro 

mantenimento in azienda;
n  dalla riduzione dei premi assicurativi;
n  dalla diminuzione della potenziale esposizione a cause civili o penali.

Una buona strategia di SSL in termini di redditività degli investimenti può rendere 

anche 12 volte l’investimento (ossia 12 euro di profitto per ogni euro investito).

«Vi è un nesso evidente e diretto tra il comportamento sociale di un’impresa e la 

sua reputazione, le vendite, il marchio e il suo valore complessivo. Questa correlazione 

(e le conseguenze che ne derivano) si rafforza di pari passo con l’aumento delle 

dimensioni dell’impresa e l’incremento del valore del marchio». Leipziger (3).

Piccole imprese

Anche molte piccole e medie imprese iniziano a riconoscere i costi di una 

strategia inefficace di SSL e, di conseguenza, i vantaggi legati all’attuazione 

di una buona strategia di SSL. I vantaggi più significativi sono i seguenti:

n  il soddisfacimento delle esigenze in materia di SSL dei clienti e quindi 

l’aggiudicazione e il mantenimento di contratti d’appalto;
n  una minore interruzione dell’attività e una minor perdita di dipendenti 

validi;
n  la presenza di dipendenti motivati e disposti a mantenere il proprio 

impegno nei confronti dell’azienda;
n  la disponibilità, anche economica, dell’assicurazione.

Le imprese di nuova costituzione e quelle in fase di crescita che cercano di 

raggiungere una redditività e una stabilità costanti iniziano a comprendere 

che l’efficacia della loro strategia di SSL può contribuire allo scopo. Il contributo 

più evidente è la possibilità di soddisfare i requisiti di SSL dei clienti.

«Oltre a migliorare il morale del personale e a ridurre le assenze per malattia, la 

SSL contribuisce a fidelizzare i clienti e rappresenta un fattore discriminante per 

quanto riguarda l’aggiudicazione di nuovi contratti e le possibilità di espansione 

dell’impresa». John Purnell, direttore regionale, Cougar Automation Ltd.

La necessità di agire in modo responsabile porta anche le imprese ad avere 

esigenze nei confronti dei loro fornitori. Investire in uno standard efficace di 

SSL accresce la competitività dell’impresa, che a sua volta aumenta la possibilità 

di conservare i clienti e fare nuovi affari.

Produttività e lavoratori

Uno scarso sistema di SSL ha un impatto di proporzioni enormi sulle piccole 

imprese. I costi umani e aziendali di un incidente mortale, di un grosso 

incendio o di un procedimento penale pubblicizzato sono evidenti. Circa il 

60 % delle imprese che interrompono la propria attività per più di nove giorni 

chiude i battenti. Per contro, le imprese efficienti in materia di SSL possono 

ottenere vantaggi a livello di produttività, quali:

n  metodi di lavoro più sicuri, che consentono di svolgere le attività in modo 

più rapido e impiegando meno persone;

n  un numero inferiore di infortuni, incidenti e malattie (addirittura, vi sono 

esempi di imprese in cui le assenze per malattia si sono dimezzate);
n  ottimizzazione del livello di assunzione, motivazione e conservazione del 

personale qualificato.

Assicurazione

Per poter svolgere la propria attività, le imprese sono tenute per legge ad 

avere un’adeguata copertura assicurativa. I premi assicurativi, tuttavia, sono 

in continuo aumento e sono sempre più difficili da ottenere. Il costo 

dell’assicurazione di un lavoratore cambia a seconda del tipo di attività svolta. 

Per i lavori d’ufficio la percentuale è inferiore allo 0,5 % della paga, mentre 

nell’industria manifatturiera si aggira intorno al 5 %. Nel settore delle 

costruzioni, per attività quali la realizzazione di tetti, le percentuali possono 

raggiungere anche il 15 %. Nella maggior parte dei paesi vengono offerti 

sconti significativi, oppure vengono applicati aumenti ingenti, a seconda del 

sistema assicurativo: ciò significa che sono previsti interessanti risparmi 

finanziari per le aziende più efficienti e sanzioni per le aziende meno 

efficienti.

Un obiettivo da perseguire

Il messaggio è chiaro: una buona politica in materia di salute e 

sicurezza sul lavoro fa bene alla salute dell’azienda. Le imprese 

dovrebbero integrare la SSL all’interno della propria struttura di gestione 

aziendale e accrescere la consapevolezza dei suoi vantaggi tra le persone 

responsabili del processo decisionale all’interno dell’azienda.

I vostri clienti, i vostri investitori o le vostre banche vorrebbero un approccio 

verso la SSL responsabile ed efficace dal punto di vista della gestione dei 

rischi? Un infortunio sul lavoro nella vostra azienda comprometterebbe la 

vostra attività? La perdita di una o più persone chiave del personale avrebbe 

ripercussioni negative sul rendimento aziendale? La vostra azienda potrebbe 

beneficiare di una diminuzione dei costi assicurativi o di un miglioramento 

della produttività? Se la risposta a una qualsiasi di queste domande è 

affermativa, significa che la SSL potrebbe diventare un fattore di successo 

fondamentale per la vostra azienda.

Per ulteriori informazioni su SSL e rendimento economico si rimanda 

al sito web: http://osha.europa.eu/topics/business/performance

Per ulteriori informazioni su SSL e rendimento economico in Italia si 

rimanda al seguente indirizzo: http://www.ispesl.it
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(3)  D. Leipziger (2001), SA8000: The Definitive Guide to the New Social Standard, Financial Times Prentice Hall.

Sensibilizzazione e interesse

Contributo di una buona SSL 
a livello di costi/benefici.

Redditività

Un maggiore controllo dei 
costi e un aumento dei profitti 
e della quota di mercato.

Produttività

Livelli accresciuti di 
innovazione, efficienza e 
controllo dei rischi.

Motivazione

Maggiore consapevolezza e 
interesse verso la SSL.

Impegno

Verso un innalzamento degli 
standard di SSL e delle 
pratiche di lavoro.

Investimento e azione

Attuazione di miglioramenti 
tangibili ed efficaci in materia 
di SSL.
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Executive summarycompany’s bottom line. In order to study this question, in early 2010 the International Social Security 
and 337 interviewed companies are presented in this report in consolidated form.The micro-economic effects of occupational safety and health can be measured only indirectly. The use of standardized interviews is a tried and tested measurement method that is methodologically well-suited companies and employees with experience in occupational safety and health are asked to participate.The strongest impact of occupational safety and health is assessed in the company areas of production, transport, personnel allocation and warehousing. The strongest effects of occupational safety and health and reduced workplace accidents as well as improved corporate image, improved workplace culture, reduced downtime and reduced disruptions. According to the vast majority of the companies interviewed, additional investment in occupational safety and health will result in company costs remaining the same or decreasing over the long term.guidance on safety technology and company medical support, investment costs, organizational costs, employee motivation and satisfaction and cost savings through prevention of disruptions. According to 
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Return on Prevention | Final Report 20131. Objectiveto the prevention of workplace accidents. Even the best rehabilitation and compensation cannot make up for the loss in quality of life that arises from a workplace accident. This also applies to occupational illnesses. In addition, effective prevention ensures that rehabilitation and compensation can be on reducing the number and severity of workplace accidents as effectively as possible. Companies are also obliged to comply with national occupational safety and health regulations.
1it statistically. Besides, it should also be noted that prevention accounting features a quantitative and investing in occupational safety and health in an abstract and a concise fashion.Republic of Korea, Romania, Russian Federation, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United States, prevention accounting from each country.

1. Dietmar Bräunig and Katrin Mehnert, Präventionsbilanz aus theoretischer und empirischer Sicht, Abschlussbericht des Teilprojekts 
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2. Concept1. BasisPrevention accounting is used to determine the micro-economic effects of occupational safety and health. 
although it focuses on an income statement for prevention economics rather than multidimensional decision accounting.
are sustainable. The effects of occupational safety and health have proven to be quite complex. As a rule, direct measurement is not possible.2. Approach and methodPrevention accounting is represented through an economic model. Assumptions reduce the complex nature of the real situation and simplify their appropriate depiction. The premises of the model are included in the results of prevention accounting. For example, occupational safety and health should be part of a more comprehensive study. In addition, the effects of social and technical progress on workplace prevention and safety costs as part of working equipment are not considered. Since occupational safety and health contributes, at least partially, to triggering social and technical progress, there is an interconnection problem. As such, the effects of social and technical progress can only be separated out in exceptional circumstances. The same applies to safety costs as part of working equipment. Further values should be measured on an ordinal scale and quantitative values on a cardinal scale. The success quantitative prevention success. Prevention accounting in a narrower sense is limited to the success of prevention in monetary terms.the costs of prevention; it illustrates the potential economic success of workplace prevention. Whether that potential can actually be achieved depends, to a large degree, on market conditions and competitiveness. 
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The Return on Prevention expresses the direction and strength of occupational safety and health effects on helping to achieve company goals. It is a concise indicator of whether, and to what extent, prevention pays off for a company.The micro-economic effects of occupational safety and health can be measured only indirectly. In empirical social research, the use of standardized interviews is a tried and tested measurement method that is 
selection of companies may potentially lead to overestimating the positive effects of occupational safety and health. However, companies and employees that have little experience with workplace prevention are not in a such, the positive selection tends to provide a more conservative estimate. Ideally, the interviews are conducted in groups referring to the guidelines. Based on experience, the negotiating process associated with group interviews combined with pressure to mutually agree on answers produces reliable results. If for some reason, group interviews are not feasible, individual interviews may be conducted and the results averaged across the company. The interviewer is responsible for making this decision on site.
example. Interviewees should imagine prevention accounting as a scale with occupational safety and health the just-acceptable proportion. The interviewer begins with a relation of 1.0 and suggests further relations 2 This rating method is reminiscent of the well-known willingness-to-pay approach from 
meaningful and practical.The monetary value of occupational safety and health costs per employee are directly available for different 
2. See footnote 1.
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The exact monetary values are not the key point but rather their magnitudes and relationships to one another.The data collected from the companies was analyzed statistically. For the most part, available data are 
3. Practical realizationThe questionnaire used in the interviews is an adaptation of the questionnaire used with the project 3 For example, the of occupational safety and health in Germany. Participating countries were asked to interview one company per one million persons in the workforce with a minimum of 10 and a maximum of 40 companies. Companies were chosen from across all sectors regardless of company size. Companies from the mining, construction, trade and manufacturing sectors are particularly suited for the project from a morphological perspective, in addition they are found in almost every country. The interviews were recoded for the evaluation. In total, there are datasets from 337 companies across 19 countries.Each participating country had an interview coordinator who received an up-to-date  project description, were asked to visit the companies in-person and conduct the interviews on-site. It was recommended to send the questionnaire and guidelines in advance. If a face-to-face interview was not possible, a telephone or an email interview could be conducted. The coordinators and interviewers were responsible for the proper implementation of the interviews. Companies participated in the project voluntarily and only if they showed an interest in the study. This proved to be a necessary prerequisite for the interview as it ensured that they allocated enough time for the questioning and answered the questions seriously.The members of the full project team were in on-going communication and exchanged information was continually incorporated into the project. When the completed questionnaires were returned, they for that country.The project was conducted in English. In some cases, the project description, questionnaire and guidelines were translated into the language of the participating country.3. See footnote 1.
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3. Results1. Prevention accounts4In the following pages the qualitative and quantitative results of the questioning  the basis of descriptive statistics. For pragmatic reasons, a calculation of arithmetic averages on the base of point values also occurs with ordinal scaled answers. Firstly, each question is stated.  collected in questions 6, 7 and 8.The structural data listed below illustrates the scope of the study and select characteristics of the companies interviewed. To avoid benchmarking, the decision was made not to provide a further breakdown by country and continent. This kind of benchmarking would not be appropriate because of differences in company and country cultures as well as the phenomenon of diminishing marginal utility of workplace prevention. It also would not contribute to the work on prevention accounting.Structural data Number of companies interviewed/datasets: 337Company size data Sectors data< 50 employees: 40 Mining 2150-249 employees 89 Construction 46250-999employees 116 Trade 19> 999 employees 90 Manufacturing 166Not stated 2 Other 82Not stated 3
4. We wish to thank Gabriele Sparing and Verena Peters for their assistance with the analysis.
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Question 1:  How do you rate the relative importance of occupational safety and health within your company?Figure 1: Relative importance of occupational safety and health within the company
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Notes Total answers (n): 297 (excluding Germany due to technical reasons regarding the adaptation of the questionnaire).Ratings were based on a scale from 1 “Occupational safety and health is unimportant within the company” to 6 “Occupational safety and health is very important within the company”.ResultsThe vast majority of the interviewed companies rated occupational safety and health as important or very important. The results show that the companies were positively selected as intended.
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Question 2:  How do you rate the impact of occupational safety and health within the following areas of your company?Figure 2: Impact of occupational safety and health in different company areas  4,38    4,65    4,75    5,27    4,92    4,75    3,81    3,79    4,56    1,00    1,50    2,00    2,50    3,00    3,50    4,00    4,50    5,00    5,50   

PurchasingProduction planningPersonnel allocationProductionTransportWarehousingResearch and DevelopmentMarketingTotal average
Notes Total answers (n): purchasing (331), production planning (330), personnel allocation (333), production (324), transport (327), warehousing (321), research and development (295), marketing (317).Ratings were based on a scale from 1 “There is no impact” to 6 “The impact is very strong”.ResultsOccupational safety and health was rated as having the strongest impact on the following company areas: and warehousing.*

* In order of decreasing impact
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Question 3: How do you rate the effects of occupational safety and health within your company?Figure 3: Effects of occupational safety and health within the company  5,11    5,08    5,02    3,90    4,39    4,43    3,90    3,92    4,05    4,10    4,31    4,29    4,88    4,84    5,10    4,49    1,00    1,50    2,00    2,50    3,00    3,50    4,00    4,50    5,00    5,50   

Reduced hazardsReduced breachesReduced workplace accidentsReduced disruptionsReduced downtimeReduced wastageReduced time for catching up after disruptionsImproved quality of productsImproved adherance to schedulesIncreased number of innovations and suggestions for improvementsImproved customer satisfactionImproved corporate imageImproved workplace cultureIncreased employee hazard awarenessTotal average 1 = no effect   6 = very strong effectNotes Total answers (n): reduced hazards (332), reduced breaches (333), reduced workplace accidents (332), reduced time for catching up after disruptions (318), improved quality of products (325), improved adherence to schedules (326), increased number of innovations and suggestions for improvements (331), improved customer satisfaction (326), improved corporate image (328), improved workplace culture (330), increased employee hazard awareness (333).Ratings were based on a scale from 1 “There is no effect” to 6 “The effect is very strong”.ResultsOccupational safety and health was rated as having the strongest effect on the following: reduced hazards, increased employee hazard awareness, reduced breaches and reduced workplace accidents as well as improved corporate image, improved workplace culture, reduced downtime and reduced disruptions.** In order of decreasing effect
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Question 4:  How do you rate the current occupational safety and health measures within your company?Figure 4: Rating of current occupational safety and health measures within the company
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6 1 = poor   6 = very goodNotes Total answers (n): 335.Ratings were based on a scale from 1 “The current occupational safety and health measures are poor within the company” to 6 “The current occupational safety and health measures are very good within the company”.ResultsThe vast majority of companies rated occupational safety and health as good or very good. Once again, the results show that companies were chosen by positive selection as intended. This raises the issue of whether the different results for questions 1 and 4 indicate the potential for optimization.
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Question 5:  In your opinion, how would additional investments in prevention work affect company costs in the long term?Figure 5: Long-term effects on company costs from additional investments in occupational safety and health
24%
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3 1 = increase   2 = remain constant   3 = decreaseNotes Total answers (n): 336.ResultsAccording to the vast majority of companies, additional investments in occupational safety and health would result in company costs remaining constant or decreasing over the long term.
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In your opinion, to what extent would company costs change?Figure 6:  Extent of change of company costs from additional investments in occupational safety and health3% 20%18% 32%23%4%2% 16% 23% 29%25%5%0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

123456123456

Company costs increase
Company costs decrease

1 = very low   6 = very highNotes Total answers (n): 254.Ratings were based on a scale from 1 “Company costs would increase or decrease very low” to 6 “Company costs would increase or decrease very high”.ResultsAccording to the vast majority of companies, additional investments in occupational safety and health would result in neither very low nor very high increased or decreased costs.
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Question 6:  Please estimate, for each individual cost type, the occupational safety and health costs (in your currency) per employee accrued by your company in 2009.Figure 7: Costs of occupational safety and health per employee  159    251    142    56    235    241    116    -      50    100    150    200    250    300    350   

Personal protective equipmentGuidance on safety technologyand company medical supportPreventive medical check-upsOrganisational costsInvestment costsStart-up costs Costs in EUR per employeeNotes Costs as 5 per cent truncated means.Local currencies converted into EUR.Total answers (n): personal protective equipment (323), guidance on safety technology and company organizational costs (260), investment costs (247), start-up costs (223).Results guidance *
* 
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Question 7:  Based on your experiences, how do you rate (estimate!) the relationship between Figure 8: 8% 53%18%7%5% 9%0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

0 - 0,991 - 1,992 - 2,993 - 4,995 - 6,99>= 7
Notes Return on Prevention (ROP) as 5 per cent truncated means.Total answers (n): 318.Resultswas 2.2.
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Question 8: your company (multiple responses possible).Figure 9: 19%15% 21%15%9% 21%0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Prevention of disruptionsPrevention of wastage and reduction of time spent for catching up after disruptionsIncreased employee motivation and satisfactionSustained focus on qualityand better quality of productsProduct innovationsBetter corporate image
Notes Total answers (n): 337.Resultsmotivation and satisfaction, better corporate image, prevention of disruptions.*

* In decreasing order of frequency
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Figure 10:   506    386    561    400    229    563    -      100    200    300    400    500    600   

Prevention of disruptionsPrevention of wastage and reduction of time spent for catching up after disruptionsIncreased employee motivationand satisfactionSustained focus on qualityand better quality of productsProduct innovationsBetter corporate image
Notes
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Prevention Balance SheetFigure 11: Prevention Balance SheetOccupational safety and health  costs per employee per year (in EUR) Occupational safety and health  Personal protective equipment 159 Cost savings through prevention of disruptions  506Guidance on safety technology and company medical support 251 Cost savings through prevention of wastage and reduction of time spent for catching up after disruptions 386142 Added value generated by increased employee motivation and satisfaction 561Preventive medical check-ups 56 Added value generated by sustained focus on quality and better quality of products 400Organizational costs 235 Added value generated by product innovations 229Investment costs 241 Added value generated by better corporate image 563Start-up costs 1161,200 2,645
Notes  safety and health from different perspectives.
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2. Further data analysis5following four results are of particular interest:Large companies tend to rate the effect of occupational safety and health as higher than smaller companies.6Asian companies tend to rate the impact/effect of occupational safety and health as higher than companies in Europe.7Statistically, there is a positive correlation between the effect of occupational safety and health and the global competitiveness.8 9 Because of positive selection of interviewed companies, this point should be interpreted carefully.Asian companies tend to state that additional investments in occupational safety and health lead to costs increasing or decreasing, while companies in Europe and North America tend to respond that costs remain the same or decrease.10

5. We wish to thank Dr. Annekatrin Wetzstein for her assistance with the analysis.The global competitiveness report 2009-2010. Geneva.
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4. SummaryThe most important results can be summarized in normative terms as follows:The strongest impact of occupational safety and health is seen in the areas of personnel allocation and warehousing.increased employee hazard awareness, reduced breaches and reduced workplace accidents as well as improved corporate image, improved workplace culture, reduced downtime and reduced According to approximately 75 per cent of the companies interviewed, additional investment in occupational safety and health will lead to company costs remaining the same or decreasing over the long term.generated by increased employee motivation and satisfaction and cost savings through prevention of disruptions.prevention cultures.For methodological and statistical reasons, the results should not be over-interpreted. After all, they are estimates. However, they should not be underestimated because the individuals interviewed are professionals in occupational safety and health and the interview itself is an ambitious method of data The legitimization of occupational safety and health is founded on three pillars. First and foremost it protects employees against workplace accidents and illnesses on the basis of ethical and humanitarian grounds. Second, in social terms, only effective occupational safety and health can ensure the sustainability of statutory accident insurance and social protection of employees. The importance of both of these In addition, the results of this project show that occupational safety and health spending is an investment 11role in future national and international occupational safety and health policy.
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Appendices Project DescriptionProject QuestionnaireProject GuidelinesProject Movie Script – Interview Role-Play
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Calculating the International Return on Prevention for Companies: Project of the International Social Security Association (ISSA),  German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV),  German Social Accident Insurance Institution for the  Energy, Textile, Electrical and Media Products Sectors (BG ETEM)Description 1. AimCompanies spend money on prevention work with regard to occupational safety and health in order to follow legal and/or social requirements. These expenses also represent investments, since the companies up. To answer these questions, it is necessary to account for prevention work. The difference between investments in prevention work.
to identify different attitudes towards prevention work with respect to occupational safety and health.2. Method12it is oriented towards the external capital market or the internal decision-making process. Prevention 
The return consists directly of the prevention of occupational accidents, diseases and health risks, and 

http://www.dguv.de/iag/en/forschung_en/forschungsprojekte_en/rop_en/index.jsp
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indirectly of secondary effects generating economic advantages for the company. Even though it is 
work in companies. It is possible to draw a distinction between the following categories of prevention costs: costs of personal protective equipment, costs of company medical support and guidance on safety ups, organisational costs, investment costs, start-up costs. It proves to be appropriate to distinguish of operations, cost savings through prevention of wastage and reduction of time spent catching up after disruptions of operations, added value generated by increased employee motivation and satisfaction, added value generated by sustained focus on quality and better quality products, added value generated by product innovations, added value generated by better corporate image.It is quite easy to determine the prevention costs with the help of controlling and especially cost accounting. 
draw up the prevention balance sheet for every company, in a consolidated form for a country and/or the the structure of a prevention balance sheet.
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Prevention Balance SheetPrevention costs  (of companies) Value in € per  employee and year  (of companies) Value in € per  employee and yearCosts of personal protective equipment Cost savings through prevention of disruptions  of operationsCosts of company medical support and guidance on safety technology Cost savings through  prevention of wastage and reduction of time spent catching up after disruptions of operationsPayroll costs of company safety medical support and guidance on safety technology) Added value generated by increased employee motivation and satisfactiontraining measures Added value generated by sustained focus on quality and better  quality productsCosts of preventive medical  check-ups Added value generated by product innovationsOrganisational costs Added value generated by better corporate imageInvestment costsStart-up costsReturn on Prevention:Sources: 13 14The empirical research is based on interviews expressing subjective estimations according to particular health, evaluating the perceptions and appraisals of experts represents a practicable and methodically-based alternative.Companies included in the survey have to show interest in occupational safety and health and decide voluntarily to cooperate. This positive selection of companies goes on the one hand along with the risk of 
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The cross-survey in the form of standardized interviews is addressed abstractly to the companies. For as group and deliver a common and intra-coordinated answer.upon assumptions. For example, it does not consider the effects of technical and social progress on the occupational risks regarding safety and health. Also, it is not possible to isolate singular effects because economic potential of occupational safety and health.3. StudyThe project should be international as far as possible: the more countries actively supporting the project, will prepare the questionnaire and guidelines for the interviews. To collect valid empirical data regarding engineering or other industries. Positively selected companies interested in prevention work and holding experience in effects of occupational safety and health are most welcome.supposed to be presented. Furthermore, publications are planned. Each country taking part at the project 4. Prevention work with regard to occupational safety and health follows legal and/or social requirements. intends to focus these single-economic effects and to gain new experiences in prevention approaches. If the empirical results demonstrate that it is worthwhile for companies to invest in occupational safety and health, future discussions about the usefulness of prevention work have to take the Return on Prevention into consideration – national and international.
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Calculating the International Return on Prevention for Companies: Project of the International Social Security Association (ISSA),  German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV),  German Social Accident Insurance Institution for the  Energy, Textile, Electrical and Media Products Sectors (BG ETEM)Questionnaire1Date of interview:Country and currency:Positions held by interviewees: 
How many people did the company employ in 2009?    persons To what industry does the company belong?mining construction trade manufacturing others
1. Based on Dietmar Bräunig and Katrin Mehnert, Präventionsbilanz aus theoretischer und empirischer Sicht, Abschlussbericht des Teilpro--
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1. How do you rate the relative importance of occupational safety and health within your company?unimportant (---) (--) (-) (+) (++) very important (+++)
2. How do you rate the impact of occupational safety and health within the following areas of your company? no  impact (---) (--) (-) (+) (++) very strong (+++)PurchasingProduction PlanningPersonnel AllocationProductionTransportWarehousingResearch and DevelopmentMarketing
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3. How do you rate the effects of occupational safety and health within your company?no  effect (---) (--) (-) (+) (++) very strong (+++)The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has directly reduced the number of hazards as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has directly reduced the number of breaches of safety and health regulations as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has directly reduced the number of workplace accidents as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly reduced follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly reduced the number of disruptions as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly reduced the amount of downtime as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly reduced the amount of wastage as follows:
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no  impact (---) (--) (-) (+) (++) very strong (+++)The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly improved the quality of products as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly improved the adherence to schedules as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly increased the number of innovations and suggestions for improvements as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly improved the customer satisfaction as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly improved the corporate image as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly improved the workplace culture as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly increased the employee hazard awareness as follows:The implementation of occupational safety and health measures has indirectly reduced the amount of time needed for catching up after disruptions as follows:
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4. How do you rate the current occupational safety and health measures within your company?poor(---) (--) (-) (+) (++) very good (+++)
5. In your opinion, how would additional investments in prevention work affect company costs in the long term?Company costs would increase. Company costs would remain constant. Company costs would decrease.go to question 6very low low more than low less than high high very  high In your opinion, to what extent would company costs change?
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6. Please estimate, for each individual cost type, the occupational safety and health costs (in your currency) per employee accrued by your company in 2009. Costs per employee6.1. Costs of personal protective equipment (e.g. ear defenders, boots, work clothes)6.2.6.3.6.4. Costs of preventive medical check-ups6.5. Organisational costs (e.g. additional costs associated with ensuring that production processes meet safety and health requirements, proportional costs of the safety and health management system)6.6. Investment costs (e.g. proportional depreciations of safety technology and workplace organisation costs required for prevention measures)6.7. Start-up costs (additional safety and health costs involved during production start-up or during introduction phase of prevention measures)TOTAL7. Based on your experiences, how do you rate (estimate!) the relationship between 
=

...........

1,0( ) )(
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8. company (multiple responses possible).Cost savings through prevention of disruptionsCost savings through prevention of wastage and reduction of time spent for catching up after disruptionsAdded value generated by increased employee motivation and satisfactionAdded value generated by sustained focus on quality and better quality of productsAdded value generated by product innovationsAdded value generated by better corporate imageThank you for your assistance!
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Calculating the International Return on Prevention for Companies: Project of the International Social Security Association (ISSA), German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV), German Social Accident Insurance Institution for the Energy, Textile, Electrical and Media Products Sectors (BG ETEM)Guidelines The guidelines will be amended and sent out again by email distribution list whenever new commentary is soon as possible.General notesIn many cases, the effects of prevention work can not be measured objectively. Thus, most of the answers are based upon estimations. This approach is accepted in empirical social research, especially if the interviewees have extended experiences.The interviewed companies should be interested and experienced in prevention work.be group interviews. In this case, the interviewees have to express themselves as group and  deliver common and intra-coordinated answers. If this is not possible, individual interviews are also possible. Then, the average values of the interview answers have to be put in the company’s questionnaire.The interviewees should be personally visited to promote the group atmosphere. If this is not possible, the interviews could be conducted by phone or email.It could be helpful to send the questionnaire and/or the guidelines to the interviewed companies in advance. They could prepare the answers and resolve all open issues.Companies with plants or subsidiaries in foreign countries should answer the questions regarding plant.Since the interviews should be completely anonymous, please do not note the name of the interviewees and the company.The questionnaire could be translated in other languages in one’s own responsibility. We can back is in English.
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To keep the survey practicable, the number of interviewed companies should be one per one million person employed in the country, but at least ten and maximum 40.Questions No. 1-4Subjective questioning of interviewees is most welcome. Instead of the terms listed, you can imagine a data scale of 1 to 6.Questions No. 3Intended for inclusion are hazards in the workplace.Breaches of regulations do not refer to the necessary caution needed due to hazards for example at dealing with materials or machines. This deals with all accidents, regardless of whether it is obligatory to report the incident according to federal state law.
staff.

Wastages accrue due to a lack of production, which could recently be related back to occupational accidents.
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For instance, better lighting conditions lead to fewer mistakes and less accidents and therefore better quality. Undisturbed production processes as well as thoughts about occupational safety and health including positive workplace culture go along with better quality of products.Less disruptions because of less production problems and less occupational accidents lead to better adherence to schedules. 
and health. The diverse effects of occupational safety and health are intended for inclusion here.A company which boasts a distinct accident rate doesn’t have the best reputation among the public.
culture.A high sensitivity towards hazards in the workplace is a requirement for successful occupational safety and health.
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Questions No. 6The prevention costs should be determined comparatively easy by means of management accounting and in particular cost accounting. Considered are all costs paid by the company.Questions No. 1-4this response also concerns a subjective assessment, taking the past into consideration.Please ask the interviewees to imagine prevention accounting as a set of balance scales. Based on their 
0.2 upwards. If the costs are estimated to outweigh, propose ratios beginning at 1.0 and decreasing with steps of 0.2 downwards. The companies have to assess the highest ratio which still meets acceptance. The conversation could be as follows:Interviewer: Please imagine prevention accounting as a set of balance scales. Regarding your experiences, Alternative 1Interviewees:Interviewer: be 1.0, 1.2, 1.4 …?Interviewees: Stop at 1.4.Interviewer: Thank you! I will put 1.4 in the questionnaire.

=
1,4

1,0( ) )(
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Alternative 2Interviewees:Interviewer: be 1.0, 0.8, 0.6 …?Interviewees: Stop at 0,6.Interviewer: Thank you! I will put 0,6 in the questionnaire.
=

1,6

1,0( ) )(– referring to one company in each case.The spread of positive answers reveals the key for the spread of the total occupational safety and health to one company in each case.
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Calculating the International Return on Prevention for Companies: Project of the International Social Security Association (ISSA), German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV), German Social Accident Insurance Institution for the Energy, Textile, Electrical and Media Products Sectors (BG ETEM)1. Set up and coordinate your interview team or conduct your interviews yourself. Read the information materials.2. Look for companies. Companies should be interested in and have experience with prevention work. Preferred branches: mining, construction, trade, manufacturing. Small, medium-sized or big companies.3. Contact the companies. Introduce the project. Propose for the interview a personal visit and arrange a meeting. Ask the company to group occupational safety and health experts for the interview. Thank for the time the company will spend for the project.4. Send the questionnaire, guidelines and project description to the companies. Send the questionnaire, guidelines and project description by mail or email.5. Interview the group of safety and health experts. Introduce the project. Point out the anonymity of the project. Explain that the answers are based on subjective estimations. 
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Calculating the International Return on Prevention for Companies: Project of the International Social Security Association (ISSA), German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV), German Social Accident Insurance Institution for the Energy, Textile, Electrical and Media Products Sectors (BG ETEM)Movie Script – Interview Role-Play* A member of management, a safety expert, a member of the controlling team, a member of the works council are sitting around a table with the interviewer. The interviewer outlines the purpose of the interview. Prior to the interview, the company received a copy of the questionnaire as means of preparation. *
* The interviewer notes down the date of the interview, the country and currency as well as the position held by the participants. *Ladies and gentlemen, I would firstly like to thank you for your willingness to participate  COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)to explain the aim of the research project and how our company can help to achieve its aim.CONTROLLER (MILLER)My name is Miller, I am the head of the controlling team within our company.WORKS COUNCIL MEMBER (MORGAN)I’m the spokesperson for the works council. My name is Morgan.
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My name is Brown and in this interview, I’m taking part as a safety expert.So ladies and gentlemen, before we get started, I would like to assure you that the interview will be treated the company name and the name of the interviewee. The only detail that will be noted is the country, in which the interview takes place. This ensures that the interview and interviewees remain anonymous. The answers will only be used for statistical evaluation.Ladies and gentlemen, I would now like to present to you some information about the purpose of the interview and the project as a whole.Companies spend money on prevention work with regard to occupational safety and health in order to follow legal and/or social requirements. These expenses also represent investments, since the companies up. To answer these questions, it is necessary to account for prevention work. The difference between of investments in prevention work.
to identify different attitudes towards prevention work with respect to occupational safety and health.COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)

COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)Mr. Smith, I am somewhat sceptical about this project, after having examined the questionnaire prior to today’s appointment. But I feel we should take part anyway, as our company can only gain new knowledge from it. I am also of the opinion that we should support research into the economics of occupational 
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Mr. Smith, dear colleagues, this project is extremely exciting for a safety expert because there are always money needed for urgent and necessary measures is not available. If this project can produce something more transparent, then I am more than willing to cooperate.WORKS COUNCIL MEMBER (MORGAN)As works council member, I would like to second Mr. Brown. Improved transparency of occupational CONTROLLER (MILLER)matter for safety experts and not for the controlling team. However, I do not want to anticipate the survey.Safety and health protection in the workplace is the duty of company management as well as all executives. But when it concerns the calculation of the return on prevention, in your role as controller, CONTROLLER (MILLER)today’s interview.Thank you for the round of introductions. I already have the impression that each of you can make an important contribution to the project.Now for the questionnaire: How many people were employed in the company in 2009?COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)In 2009, the company had 354 employees, 34 of which were employed on a part-time basis.Can you please quote the number of employees based on the standard weekly working hours, those which COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)Based on the standard weekly working hours, the company employed 332 workers.
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To what industry does the company belong: mining, construction, trade, manufacturing, or other?COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)The company is predominantly operative in manufacturing.* Interviewer notes down the response in the questionnaire. *Question no. 1: How do you rate the relative importance of occupational safety and health within your company: unimportant, moderately unimportant, slightly unimportant, slightly important, moderately important and very important?COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)WORKS COUNCIL MEMBER (MORGAN)I have to disagree here. According to the opinion of the works council, the importance of occupational From my point of view, occupational safety and health in our company is above average, therefore I COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)
 How do you rate the impact of occupational safety and health within the following areas of your company?Well Mr. Smith, we have already tried to answer this question prior to today’s meeting. For purchasing,  We don’t have a separate area of research and development within our company, and within the area of marketing, we have not yet noticed any impact.
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 How do you rate the effects of occupational safety and health within your company?Again, prior to this meeting we were able to agree on an answer to this question. In our opinion, the direct impact of occupational safety and health regarding the reduction of  COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)In comparison to other companies within our industry, our company has had a low accident rate for That’s correct but the best within our industry already have an accident rate which lays 40% below our That’s true but within the different industries some customers have already detected varying amounts of occupational safety and health. In the service area of your company, for example, it is immediately noticeable when a member of staff is missing.Now, let us move onto workplace culture.  WORKS COUNCIL MEMBER (MORGAN)management team and the rest of the staff.
and health measures within your company?COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)* Myers takes a look around at the others. His colleagues are clearly nodding. *
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In your opinion, how would additional investments in prevention work affect company costs in the long term?CONTROLLER (MILLER)drivers.I don’t see it like that. Many activities relating to occupational safety and health directly or indirectly improve the productivity within the company. Here I would just like to point out the risk assessment.CONTROLLER (MILLER)Yes but the personal protective equipment is only a cost.Personal protective equipment costs money but it prevents negative effects concerning colleagues’ health and safety, thanks to its known direct and indirect impacts.WORKS COUNCIL MEMBER (MORGAN)And it also promotes company atmosphere. From our point of view as colleagues, it proves that our work is valued by the management team when they are prepared to order new personal protective equipment. Anyway, our health is most important to us.
COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)

In your opinion, to what extent would company costs change?CONTROLLER (MILLER)
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WORKS COUNCIL MEMBER (MORGAN)I completely agree with the safety expert.COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)regarding the company’s performance.costs per employee accrued by your company in 2009.
CONTROLLER (MILLER)These costs are 95 currency units per employee.Costs of preventive medical check-upsCONTROLLER (MILLER)These costs come in at 20 currency units per employee.
CONTROLLER (MILLER)I’m not able to quote these costs because the controlling team does not deal with these sets of data.COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)We do not explicitly record the costs of special occupational safety and health organization. I will make an estimate. You can assume a total of 95 currency units.
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CONTROLLER (MILLER)I am also unable to quote these costs as we do not have any data in controlling.COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)We also do not explicitly record investment costs for safety technology and workplace organisation costs for occupational safety and health. These costs are a part of the running costs. Mr. Miller, do you agree with a value of 65 currency units?CONTROLLER (MILLER)
CONTROLLER (MILLER)These costs are 80 currency units per employee.
COMPANY MANAGER (MYERS)* Myers looks at the others and the other colleagues are clearly nodding. *your company. Multiple responses are explicitly possible.We had previously agreed on section 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for this question.
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Ladies and gentlemen many thanks for participating in this project. The project team in Germany will evaluate the data collected worldwide and will present the results at the World Congress in Istanbul in 
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